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X-site anions are possible, with only two 
general requirements that must be ful-
filled: i) charge neutrality in the ABX3 unit 
(typically, X is a divalent or monovalent 
anion, hence A and B cations with oxida-
tion states between +1 and +5 can be com-
bined) and ii) the ionic radii of the chosen 
composition must allow the above coordi-
nation, or different phases become more 
stable. Both of these simple design rules 
have a certain flexibility.

The electronic argument i) can be 
stretched by allowing the combination of 
multiple ABX3 units to form an overall 
charge neutral unit. For example, this is 
the case when considering A2BB′X6 or 
AA′B2X6 systems. Such double perovskite 
systems are known with B and B′ (A and A′)  
being the same elemental species (dispro-
portion in oxidation state, e.g., Cs2Au+Au3+ 
I6)[20] or different ones (e.g., SrBaTi2O6

[21] 
and SrPbTi2O6

[22] for A-site disproportion 
or K2NbTaO6

[23] and Bi2FeCrO6
[24] for the 

B-site). Of course, this concept can also 
be used to combine three ABX3 units 
(e.g., (CaTiO3)n(SrTiO3)l(BaTiO3)m

[25–27])  
and much more complex stoichiometries with mixed ratios 
(e.g., (Pb2InNbO6)3/4(Ba2InBiO6)1/4

[28] or [CaMn3
3+][Mn3

3+Mn4+]
O12][29]). Furthermore, although the bonding character in oxide 
perovskites is often mainly ionic, some compositions have an 
increased level of covalency (e.g., halides, sulfides, Bi- and Pb-
based oxide perovskites). Thus, the electronic shell configura-
tion and other effects like the steric demands of a metal lone-
pair will influence the structure and stability of ABX3 perovskite 
compounds.

In addition, the geometric argument ii) allows for some flex-
ibility. For a perfectly cubic perovskite, the (effective) ionic radii 
r must fulfill the relation of Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor 
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= .[30,31] However, perovskites can exist also with  

t being not ideal, usually in a range of about 0.75 < t < 1.05.[8] 
Whenever t ≠ 1, the crystal distorts from an ideal cubic lat-
tice, usually in form of off-center displacements, octahedral 
rotations, or a combination of both. The classification of 
Glazer[32,33] can be used to describe such distortions from a 
perfectly cubic perovskite.[34] It is further possible that ABX3 
compounds are stable whose t does not fall into the interval 
that is required for the perovskite crystal structure. In these 
cases that are no longer stabilized by deformations and tilting, 
one observes other phases where the connectivity of BX6  

Materials science evolves to a state where the composition and structure of 
a crystal can be controlled almost at will. Given that a composition meets 
basic requirements of stoichiometry, steric demands, and charge neutrality, 
researchers are now able to investigate a wide range of compounds 
theoretically and, under various experimental conditions, select the 
constituting fragments of a crystal. One intriguing playground for such 
materials design is the perovskite structure. While a game of mixing and 
matching ions has been played successfully for about 150 years within the 
limits of inorganic compounds, the recent advances in organic–inorganic 
hybrid perovskite photovoltaics have triggered the inclusion of organic 
ions. Organic ions can be incorporated on all sites of the perovskite 
structure, leading to hybrid (double, triple, etc.) perovskites and inverse 
(hybrid) perovskites. Examples for each of these cases are known, even 
with all three sites occupied by organic molecules. While this change 
from monatomic ions to molecular species is accompanied with increased 
complexity, it shows that concepts from traditional inorganic perovskites 
are transferable to the novel hybrid materials. The increased compositional 
space holds promising new possibilities and applications for the universe of 
perovskite materials.

Perovskites

1. Introduction

The perovskite crystal structure has proven to be one of the 
most fruitful structural platforms for functional materials.[1–18] 
Perovskites are materials with stoichiometry ABX3 that crystal-
lize in the well-known structure named for crystallographer 
Lev Perovski.[19] A, B, and X stand for ionic groups, which are 
arranged as shown in Figure 1. In a cubic unit cell centered 
around an A-type ion, B-type ions occupy the corners, with 
X-type ions at the centers of all unit cell edges. This provides 
octahedral coordination of every B-site (BX6) and cuboctahedral 
coordination on the A-site (AX12). Many variations of A-, B-, and 
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octahedrons is changed from the corner-sharing perovskite 
structure to the edge-sharing NH4CdCl3 phase,[35] the mixed 
corner and edge-sharing CaIrO3 phase,[36] or a variety of other 
phases including face-sharing and mixed octahedral connec-
tivity.[37,38] Within these electronic and structural limits, a huge 
variety of compositions can be formed, with many interesting 
physical phenomena, all related to the elemental composition 
of the ABX3 network and the resulting electronic and geo-
metric structures.

Since their discovery in 1839, perovskites traditionally 
have been inorganic compounds, i.e., in most compounds A, 
B, and X ions have been inorganic, and mostly monoatomic 
ions. The vast majority of naturally discovered inorganic 
compounds have cations on the A- and B-site and a mono- 
or divalent anion on the X-site. Hence, more recently discov-
ered materials with anions on the A- and B-site and a cation 
on the X-site were denoted inverse or anti perovskites (IP), 
to take into account this inversion of the commonly-accepted 
charge states in the perovskite lattice. The first reports of 
such compounds seem to be work on carbides and nitrides 
by Haschke et al.[39] and others slightly afterward.[40,41] 
Although newer than traditional perovskites, they also show 
a large variety with respect to composition and physical 
properties.[42–51]

Despite a clear focus on inorganic materials, compounds 
with ABX3 stoichiometry that included organic molecules also 
date back to the late 19th century.[52,53] These initial works with 
ammonia on the A-site have been ironically been carried out 
already for lead halides. The history of compounds employing 
undoubtedly organic groups can be traced back to at least 
the thesis of Raagland in 1897.[54] In his work on cadmium 
halide compounds he employed methylammonium (CH3NH3

+

, MA), dimethylammonium ((CH3)2NH2
+, M2A), and trieth-

ylammonium ((CH3)3NH+, M3A) (see Figure 2 for details on 
organic cations). Of course, these early studies were limited 
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by the time and viewed them as salts with no direct link to 
perovskites.

To this early history one can also trace back related compounds 
with usually larger organic groups and varying stoichiometry.[55,56] 
Some of these compounds that were investigated over time had 
A2BX4 stoichiometry.[54–58] Crystals with such stoichiometry were 
later classified by Ruddlesden and Popper (RP)[59] and shown to 
have an A-site double layer. These findings can be related to the 
perovskite structure by the realization that the larger A-site does 
not fit into the BX3 cage. If the steric demand of the A-site cation 
is increased in only one direction, the BX3 backbone is broken 
along this (stacking) direction, keeping the corner sharing con-
nectivity of BX6 octahedrons along the perpendicular plane. 
Such a structure was shown for HPs in the work by Steadman 
in 1970,[60] and the early work on these compounds was reviewed 
by Arend.[61]

By combining such large A-site cations with small cations 
(A′) that fit into the BX6 pocket along all directions, a whole 
family of A B X2 ( 1) (3 1)A n n n′ − +  compounds is formed. Due to the 
connection of such systems with perovskites (for the limiting 
case n = ∞) and the fact that in these phases n perovskite layers  
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Figure 1. Perovskite structure for the prototypical CaTiO3. Ions are 
displayed A = Ca2+ (ice blue), B = Ti4+ (silver), and X = O2− (red). Cationic 
species are surrounded by BX6 octahedral and AX12 cuboctahedral oxygen 
coordination, displayed as light blue or cyan polyhedron, respectively.
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are detached from one another,[62] RP compounds are also 
known as layered perovskites. Of course, the steric demands of 
an A-site ion may exceed the capabilities of the BX3 network not 
only in one direction. For a RP phase, the anchoring groups 
must fit at least into the rectangle spanned by the terminal 
X-sites. In that case, structural alteration from the 3D perov-
skite structure due to too large A-sites do not only occur by 
cutting along the 〈100〉 direction. Structures are also known that 
can be related to bulk perovskite by detaching layers along the  
〈110〉 direction (leading to A A B X2 3 2n n n′ +  stoichiometry) or 
the 〈111〉 direction (leading to A A B X2 1 3 3n n n′ − +  stoichiometry), 
respectively.[63] Although this variation is intriguing on its own, 
we will not discuss such systems here further, noting that they 
have been recently reviewed.[63–65]

A similar clear connection between salts with mixed organic 
and inorganic ions in an ABX3 stoichiometry to the atomistic 
structure of inorganic perovskites can be traced back to 1978.[66] 
In recent years, this class of (MA)BX3 (B = Sn and Pb) halide 
(X = Br, Cl, and I) compounds has been demonstrated to 
perform exceptionally well in single-junction photovoltaic (PV) 

devices, with efficiencies up to 23.3%.[67] These developments 
had two major implications, important enough to coin this new 
addition to the compositional space of perovskites as hybrid 
organic–inorganic perovskite (HOIP, note that we will use the 
simplified abbreviation hybrid perovskite (HP) instead, since 
the context of hybrid is inherently clear. This name could go 
back to Azumi et al. who termed a layered variant as inorganic–
organic hybrid material).[68] 1) The introduction of organic 
molecules adds a whole new group of ions that can be incorpo-
rated into perovskites, which enter a new realm of radii that can 
be significantly larger than any (monoatomic) inorganic ion. 2) 
The exceptional PV performance and easy fabrication of (MA)
PbX3 compounds is accompanied by drawbacks that are almost 
as astonishing.[69] That is, (MA)PbX3-based PV devices are not 
only problematic in terms of their lead content, but are also 
susceptible to moisture, air, and illumination; properties hardly 
compatible with efficient and profitable PVs. In combination, 
these two findings have led to a surge in HP research, focusing 
on understanding the intriguing properties of (MA)PbX3 
compounds and exploring different compositions employing 
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Figure 2. List of organic monovalent cations considered in HP(A) structures. Names printed in italics represent molecules that enable a symmetric 
bonding with multiple (mainly two) identical groups. Structures known to be suitable for the formation of 3D perovskites are blue.
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various organic and inorganic ions. Various properties of HPs 
have been intensively reviewed recently.[70–80] The HP materials 
search is partly, but by no means exclusively, driven by the goal 
to replace (MA)PbX3 with similar compounds that share their 
strengths but not their weaknesses.[63,81,82]

Here, we focus on the variety of compounds that can be 
formed by mixing organic with inorganic ions in an ABX3 
stoichiometry, focusing on materials search within the defined 
electronic and structural limits of the perovskite crystal 
structure.

1.1. Effective Ionic Radii and Structural Descriptors

As highlighted above, the ions of an ABX3 composite must 
not only be chosen to be charge neutral but should also have 
a reasonable tolerance factor. In order to evaluate the latter, 
effective ionic radii rionic of all containing ions are required. 
Since the latter are known to depend on the oxidation state 
(OS) and coordination number (CN), these dependencies 
should also be known, in particular the radii of all ions in the 
expected OS with CN = 12 (A-site), CN = 6 (B-site), and CN = 2 
(X-site). Establishing such radii would require a rigorous defini-
tion of ions in solids, i.e., a clear local assignment of charge 
to atomic cores. Although there exist several useful approxi-
mative schemes for localized charges,[83–86] these partitioning 
schemes do not follow a general underlying quantum mechan-
ical observable and remain somewhat arbitrary (this is not 
withstanding a method that allows the assignment of integer 
oxidation states to ions in insulating systems based on Born 
effective charges).[87] Despite this difficulty, effective ionic radii 
can be approximated empirically, a field dating back to the early 
works of Landé and co-workers in the early 20th century.[30,88–93] 
Over time, reasonable definitions have been found that allowed 
to establish many of the required effective ionic radii for most 
elements (and, thus, monoatomic inorganic cations) with 
useful accuracy. Most widely used is the approach of Shannon 
and Prewitt (SP),[94,95] who constructed a rather comprehensive 
list of ionic radii from interatomic distances after defining ionic 
radii for two anions (O2− and F−). Further modifications of this 
principle to take into account different anionic references exist 
but are less widely used;[96,97] however, the importance of this 
dependence has been recently outlined with respect to HPs.[98] 
Although approximate, the concept of t based on SP radii has 
been very successful in estimating the stability of inorganic 
perovskites.

To apply this principle also to HPs, effective ionic radii must 
also be established for organic cations. A first useful empirical 
attempt to do so was provided by Kiesslich et al.,[99] based on 
bond distances within the organic molecule and SP ionic radii 
for the (cationic) end groups (NH3

+). The approach yielded ionic 
radii (e.g., 2.17 Å for MA) that were tested with some success 
on 2352 compounds.[100]

A shortcoming of this approach is the large number of hypo-
thetical cases without experimental confirmation, i.e., the small 
number of successfully synthesized HPs. While this approach 
seems to have provided a good initial estimate, it has some 
conceptual concerns: Modeling an NH3

+ group and its noncova-
lent interactions to the BX3 network as an N3− ion seems fairly 

drastic, and further evaluation of how this and other factors 
(orientation, bonding partner (X and B), temperature, etc.) 
affect the results is necessary.

Concurrently, Filip et al. used density-functional theory (DFT) 
to determine effective ionic radii (in their words “steric radii”) 
for their investigation of APbI3 compounds.[101] Twenty-two 
cations were considered in total, 18 of which lead to hypothet-
ical compounds. Since there is no ab initio definition of ionic 
radius, they chose the sphere enclosing 95% of the electron 
density as effective ionic radius. Such an ad hoc definition is 
common practice due to the lack of a rigorous alternative but 
remains arbitrary. Furthermore, technical difficulties arising 
when performing such calculations on charged molecules in 
periodic implementations were ignored; hence, the resulting 
values (e.g., 2.03 Å for MA) should perhaps be seen as rough 
estimates. This is also apparent by the significant underestima-
tion of the SP effective radii for the included alkali metals (from 
Cs to Na: underestimation of rionic by 5.9–38.8%). Nevertheless, 
Filip et al. raised an important point—the hydrogen bonding 
that dominates in HPs should potentially not be compared 
1-to-1 with the ionic bonding in traditional perovskites. It must 
certainly be viewed as a different interaction with much more 
complicated directional dependence and possibly very different 
behavior with respect to the bond species.

Becker et al.[102] undertook another attempt to define effec-
tive ionic radii for organic molecules from electronic structure 
theory. These authors evaluated radii for 18 organic cations. In 
short, they use once more the electron density, defining the ionic 
radius as that sphere, where the density ϱ(A) of a given cation A 
falls off to a particular value of the reference case (the density 
of an isolated NH4

+ cation). By choosing the particular density 
value for such a comparison, naturally, empiricism enters their 
ab initio model, since no exact threshold exists. Instead of a 
fixed percentage like Filip, a cutoff isodensity value was chosen 
in a way that the computed reference density (NH )4� +  represents 
the effective ionic radius of the NH4

+ ion in 12-fold coordination. 
The latter, was chosen from experiments.[103] Doing so one 
introduces empiricism and ambiguities such as the heavy 
dependence of the reference radii on SP values, the dependence 
of (NH )ionic 4r +  on B and X in the (NH4)2BX6 compounds, tem-
perature, etc. Overall, the authors of the experimental reference 
value (NH )ionic 4r +  only trust it as a rough estimate, noting “In 
general, the radius will vary, for a given C.N., with the extent of 
hydrogen bonding and no single fixed value can be given.” For 
these reasons and by relying on a coarse experimental value to 
high accuracy (three decimal places), also this approach remains 
ambiguous, although all calculations were carried out with care 
and on the same footing.

In any case, the presented model arrives, yet again, at 
reasonable values (e.g., 2.38 Å for MA). For 88% of the experi-
mentally confirmed 40 compounds (out of a larger set of 486 
permutations, combining the 18 organic cations with nine 
divalent metals and X = Cl, Br, I), structural factors (t and μ, 
see below) result that fall into the established region for stable 
perovskites. In the latter step, the rescaling of SP radii when 
dealing with X ≠ O, F by Travis et al.[98] was employed.

In summary, the recent literature suggests a wide range 
of ≤ ≤2.03 Å (MA) 2.38 År  based on systematic ionic radius 
approaches. This, however, should not be discouraging nor 
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should the above be seen as criticism of these studies. It is solely 
a reminder that ionic radii are never exact. As has become evi-
dent from the discussion above, radius estimates will improve 
over time as the amount of reliable structural data increases. 
This will also enable the application of a modern data harvesting 
approach to this problem that we have proposed recently.[104] All 
that is clear by now is that new ionic radius protocols should 
include the dependence of rionic(X[OS, CN, Y, T]) on the OS,[95] 
CN,[95] partnering halide (Y),[98] and temperature.[105]

Once rionic is chosen, one can evaluate t in order to predict the 
likelihood of a given composition of ions to form the perovskite 
structure. While exact thresholds depend on the specific perov-
skite class (e.g., the X-site anion) and will evolve a bit over time 
with the approximations for rionic, values of 0.75 < t ≤ 1 should 
be targeted. Smaller values of t are likely to favor other phases 
with corner-, edge-, and face-sharing BX6 octahedra, whereas 
larger values of t often form hexagonal perovskites.[106,107] 
Although such structures can be equally fascinating, we will 
here focus on a strict definition of perovskites, meaning mate-
rials that crystalize in the perovskite structure rather than other 
structures with ABX3 stoichiometry. Compositions above the 
lower bound but smaller than t = 1 are likely to exist but with 
distortions. This can be the traditional ionic displacements and 
octahedral rotations[8,32,33,108] or tilting of nonspherical mole-
cular ions.[109]

Moving beyond only considering t, structural chemists 
realized that both radii rA and rB affect the phase of a particular 
material ABX3 (for a given X). In the area of inorganic perovs-
kites, pioneering work was performed by Muller and Roy,[110] 
organizing observed ternary material structural phases into 
structural maps in terms of A and B ionic radii and coordina-
tion for ABX3 with X = O, F, and Cl. Later, Pettifor analyzed 
the structure and coordination of materials based on grouping 
atoms into classes that tracked with electronegativity.[111] The 
resulting structure map for ABS3 materials[112] did not offer full 
predictive capability based on these atomic parameters. Brehm 
et al. generalized this approach by modifying the tolerance 
factor with electronegativity to provide clean separation between 
corner- (perovskite), edge-, and face-sharing structures.[37]

Recently, this type of multidimensional structure classifica-
tion has been applied to hybrid perovskites. In addition to t, the 
ratio between B- and X-site ionic radii has been suggested as 

additional structural criterion. This octahedral factor (B)

(X)

r

r
µ = ,[113] 

is a measure for how well the B-site ions fit within the X-site 
octahedra. Assuming hard spheres in an ideally packed octahe-
dron (touching spheres), one finds a ratio of μ = 0.41.[114] Larger 
values are acceptable, simply meaning that neighboring X-sites 
do not touch. However, smaller ratios indicate that the B-site 
ion is too small, leading either to off-center displacement or 
requiring neighboring X-site anions to overlap. This suggests 
a lower bound for perovskites; these have been established 
empirically for oxides (μ > 0.425),[113] halides (μ > 0.442),[115] 
and HPs (μ > 0.41).[98] Thus, considering μ in addition to t, 
when mixing ions to form novel compounds appears advisable.

Very recently, it was further suggested to combine both fac-
tors (t and μ) and also take into account the atomic packing 
fraction as (A) (B) 3 (X)V V V

V
ν =

+ + , evaluating the ratio of ionic vol-
umes V(i) to the unit cell volume V.[7] Assuming again hard  

spheres, a larger ratio should increase the likelihood of struc-
tural integrity. It is indeed found that fitting formation energies 
with respect to a combined structural factor term (t + μ)ν 
increases the accuracy for HPs.

A complementary strategy for assessing perovskite stability is 
to evaluate the bond length alternation within the octahedra, i.e., 
the difference Δ of BX bond lengths. Since perovskites such 
as CsPbI3

[116] usually show a small variation, compositions that 
prefer different (nonperovskite) coordination can be indicated 
by excessive bond length differences. However, one must 
be careful not to choose too tight a threshold. In order not to 
discard stable structures that show off-center displacements on 
the B-site, a value of Δ = 0.5 Å was suggested by Filip et al.[116] for 
their computational screening of HP composition. In any case, 
such a structural descriptor is only useful to analyze and catego-
rize compounds once the measured or computed structure is 
known, not as a predictive tool.

Finally, the same authors combined a variety of limiting 
cases in order to define a stability range in the t and μ space 
(and an additional octahedral difference parameter for double 
perovskites) purely based on thresholds that are not determined 
phenomenologically.[117] This approach was then used to classify 
known (inorganic) perovskite and nonperovskite structures as 
well as to determine all ion combinations that, in principle, 
should form inorganic perovskites. The large amount of about 
100.000 unknown, feasible structures indicate the sheer infinite 
possibilities that can be envisioned once organic molecules are 
added into the mix.

2. Hybrid Perovskites

We consider HPs to be all inorganic–organic hybrid mate-
rials (at least one organic ion) in the (pseudo) cubic perovskite 
structure. There is no restriction of the site that the organic ion 
may occupy. The only restriction is that the larger of two ions 
of the same type (cations for perovskites, anions for inverse 
perovskites) ought to occupy the A-site. Even with the largest 
(monoatomic) inorganic ions and the smallest possible organic 
cations, this means that organic ions can only be employed on 
the A- and X-sites. Furthermore, only a limited set of organic 
ions will fit sterically on the sites of such perovskite structures. 
For the remainder of the manuscript, we will adopt a notation 
of denoting the site(s) that organic ions occupy in parenthesis 
after the respective type of perovskite. Note, that the above 
statement deliberately excludes larger inorganic ions or small 
charged clusters that potentially could be employed analogously 
to metal–organic frameworks (MOF), which then would easily 
allow B-site organic ions.[118–120]

2.1. Organic A-Site: HP(A)

As mentioned in the introduction, while the history of HPs 
dates back to the late 19th century, the atomistic crystal struc-
ture and a connection to perovskites was drawn by Weber in 
1978 by studying (MA)SnBrxI3−x (x = 0–3) as “compounds 
[that] show intense color and conducting property.”[66] Shortly 
afterward, (MA)PbX3 compounds were characterized as  
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“compounds [that] show intense color, but [...] no significant 
conductivity under normal conditions” in a seminal work 
that is often quoted as starting point for HP research.[121] In 
both initial reports, Weber already correctly established the 
correlation to CsBX3 compounds, their dissolution in water 
and methanol, and their color as indication for light absorp-
tion and an inner photoelectric effect in relation to CsPbX3.[122] 
However, his initial measurements for the tin compounds 
showed metallic behavior, leading to a slight misinterpretation, 
although noting in both cases that further analysis of the photo 
conductance is required.

Weber’s original work on Sn appears to have not been 
actively pursued at first, despite occasional works on HPs 
employing other metals[123,124] and layered structures, e.g., 
by Couzi et al.[125] (the earliest citation of Weber’s Sn work as 
indexed by Scopus is found in 2004). However, spearheaded by 
Mitzi,[126] researchers extended Weber’s work on Pb compounds 
in the 1990s. Investigating mainly iodides including MA and 
formamidinium (CH(NH )2 2

+, FAd) on the A-site and Pb, Sn, 
and to a lesser extent Eu, Yb, and Ca on the B-site. Their focus, 
however, was not yet on photovoltaics, and the compositional 
space was mainly explored with respect to the A-site. Since only 
the smallest organic ions fit into the perovskite backbone (here 
spanned by the PbI3 network), this naturally leads to too large 
A-site organic cations and, therefore, the structural transition to 
RP structures. It was not until Kojima’s work on (MA)PbI3 in 
2009,[127] when the first HP-based solar cell was reported with 
an efficiency of 3.8% (although the idea circled the scientific 
community slightly earlier, see a recent review for a historical 
survey[78]). This initial report was followed by a rapid improve-
ment of the MA solar cell, including the work by Im (6.5%),[128] 
up to record efficiencies of 20.9[129] to 23.3%.[67] In parallel, 
FAd was then employed with increasing success,[130] whereas 
recently some additional efficiency increase was achieved by 
using mixtures and tandem cells (see refs. [78,129] and refer-
ences therein as well as ref. [67], 25.2% highest confirmed  
value according to ref. [129]; recently a value of 27.3% was 
reported[131]).

Research on Sn-based HPs accelerated more recently, moti-
vated by the search for Pb-free PV materials. Correcting Weber’s 
initial claim of metallic character,[132] in 2014 Hao et al. published 
a series of papers[133,134] reporting for the first time on PV devices 
based on pure (MA)SnX3 halides. Shortly afterward, the current 
leader (6.4% efficiency) was reported.[135] Thus, replacing tin with 
lead leads so far to a drastic reduction of the solar efficiency, and 
tin appears promising only as a supplement in mixed materials 
or tandem cells. See ref. [136] for a recent review about the devel-
opment of ASnX3 solar cells.

In summary, this brief history of time shows: i) Weber 
already discussed many key points of lead-halide HPs from 
today’s perspective, ii) it took 31 years after Weber until 
the first publication of a HP solar cell, iii) the rise this tech-
nology has seen ever since is uncanny, and iv) MA, FAd, and 
Cs (which we did not include but which, due to its status of 
largest monoatomic cation, frames the path of HP PVs) lead 
or tin halides show remarkable promise, have been intensively 
studied, but are also seriously flawed. This triggered more 
recently a surge of research efforts looking for more stable and/
or lead-free alternative materials, while retaining the properties 

of (MA/FAd)PbX3. Increasingly, this compositional screening is 
driven by extensive electronic-structure calculations. While still 
focused on the three established A-site cations (MA, FAd, and 
Cs),[116,137,138] recent efforts also resulted in a broader database.

Including 16 organic cations (see Figure 2 for a list of 
monovalent cations) in their work, Kim et al.[139] investigate 
the compounds resulting from permutations of group XIV 
elements (Ge, Sn, and Pb) with halides (F, Cl, Br, and I). Note 
that all structural motives are archived, i.e., including ABX3 
compounds that are structurally are no HPs.

When allowing one direction of the perovskite lattice to be 
significantly elongated, most of the investigated cations form 
perovskites (see Table 1 for the Ge compounds). Notable 
exceptions are hydroxylammonium (HONH3

+, HOA) and 
hydrazinium (H2NNH3

+, HA), which favor the related CaIrO3 
phase for all halides. For some cations, the phase stability 
depends on the halide, i.e., ammonium (NH4

+) shows different 
corner-sharing phases with Cl than with I. Interestingly,  
the results of Kim et al. suggest that (NH4)GeBr3 favors 
the perovskite structure again, which indicates that the flat 
potential energy surfaces of these compounds do not always 
allow a simple differentiation of phases by atomization ener-
gies or periodic trends. Furthermore, we note that in this work 
no comparison to other stoichiometries is made. This means, 
that the current version of this database does not determine 
whether a specific composition is stable as perovskite or, e.g., 
prefer a transition to a layered RP phase. Some indication of 
phase (in)stability can be deduced from the observed strong 
distortions of some compounds with large cations.

In general, a survey of currently known examples of 
RP phases and hexagonal HP(A)s provides the following 
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Table 1. ABX3 compositions whose energetic minimum within the 
tested structural motifs by Kim et al.[139] corresponds to the perovskite 
structure (allowing heterogeneous bond length) for the example of 
B = Ge. (HOA/HA)GeX3 are predicted to prefer other phases.

A B X

CH3
+NH3 (MA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

CH3CH2
+NH3 (EA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

CH3CH2CH2
+NH3 (PA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

CH3CH2CH2CH2
+NH3 (BA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

(CH3)2CH2
+NH3 (iPA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

(CH3)2
+NH2 (M2A) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

CH2CH2CH2
+NH2 (cAA) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

(CH3)3NH+ (M3A) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

(CH3)4N+ (M4A) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

+HC(NH )2 2 (FAd) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

CH3
+C(NH )2 2 (AAd) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

+C(NH )2 3 (GAd) Ge F,Cl

CHCHNH2CHNH+ (cIAd) Ge F,Cl,Br,I

+NH4 Ge F,Br
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perspective on the size requirements of proposed organic 
cations: For simple alkyl chains, only MA (C1) is known to 
form 3D perovskite, whereas ethylammonium (CH3CH2NH3

+,  
EA) (C2) forms a hexagonal perovskite.[140] Larger chains are 
known to form 2D RP phases, e.g., Y-CH2CH2NH3

+ (Y = Cl, Br, 
OH, CN) analogs to C3 chain length (see references in ref. [63]) 
or butylammonium (C4).[141] This means, however, that all 
secondary or higher ammonium cations are also too large for 
the A-site pocket (the size of a PbI3 backbone).

For the amidiniums, again FAd is the only known 3D Pb 
or Sn halide HP(A). Larger cations obtained by replacing the 
hydrogen at the central carbon by larger groups (e.g., acetami-
dinium (H3CC(NH2)2

+, AAd) or guanidinium (C(NH2)3
+, GAd)) 

lead to 〈110〉 oriented layered perovskites (GAd)2PbI4 and  
[IC(NH2)2]2PbI4,[63] apparently limiting this class of organic cat-
ions to the one known example for 3D perovskites. This analysis 
is also mostly in line with the ionic radii in ref. [99] Only the acet-
amidinium radius is predicted to be slightly smaller than forma-
midinium, indicating that not all aspects of the steric demands of 
nonspherical organic cations are accounted for correctly by this 
scheme. Although it is, of course, possible that borderline cases 
may allow the coexistence of 3D and 2D phases by optimized 
reaction conditions or advanced fabrication techniques,[142,143] it 
is likely that almost all organic cations other than A, MA, FAd, 
HA, and HOA are unsuitable to form 3D perovskites, unless 
the A-site pocket is increased (methods to do so are discussed 
below). This should always be considered during computational 
screening and the design of new HP materials in general.

One major drawback of (MA)PbX3 compounds is the toxicity 
of lead.[144] The goal of replacing it with less toxic elements for 
wide-spread PV applications will definitely require to continue 
investigations of a wide variety of compositions. Another key 
issue with these materials is their low stability with respect to 
environmental exposure. This instability may be solvable via 
materials design or at higher levels, such as device engineering 
or coating.[145,146] Thus, most research addressing further varia-
tion of the ABX3 composition (besides the screening for A-site 
organic molecules and combinations of halides discussed 
above) is focused on replacing B-site lead with other elements.

Beyond isoelectronic substitution of Pb, prime candidates 
include alkaline-earth metals and the first two rows of tran-
sition metals other than group III, all of which are known to 
adopt OS = +2. The 5d transition metals might be considered as 
well, although here usually higher OS are favored. Last but not 
least one might even introduce metals in different OS, e.g., +1 
(group XIII) and +3 (group XV). Note, however, that when intro-
ducing other heavy metals, the question of their toxicity arises. 
For example, Tl+ is at least as problematic as Pb2+ salts.[147] 
Bi3+ is an improvement over lead, but still not free of potential 
risks.[148] Furthermore, such modifications violate the neutrality 
principle in simple ABX3 compounds and require double per-
ovskites or more complex stoichiometry (see below).

A quite extensive screening of B-site cations in HP(A) struc-
tures was carried out by Filip and others.[116] Albeit using the 
inorganic Cs+ on the A-site, the structural similarities between 
Cs and MA perovskites justifies drawing some insight from this 
study. A yet broader study considering A = Cs+, MA+, and FAd+ 
was presented,[138] showing that the incorporation of Ge and Sn 
is successful from a structural design point of view. Even some 

examples with band gaps predicted to fall in an interesting 
range at least for tandem PV applications were found.[116,139]

Among the alkaline-earth metals, Be2+ appears too small (t > 1  
for Cs+ or MA+ (using 2.17 Å) halides X =Cl, Br, and I). Mg2+ 
also seems too small, at least in conjunction with MA, and also 
for A = Cs+ it was confirmed that a corner-sharing nonper-
ovskite phase is more stable.[116] However, here and in many 
cases the potential-energy surface for HPs seems to be very 
flat, with various accessible metastable phases (e.g., CsPbI3). Ca 
through Ba, however, yields tolerance factors that indicate that 
these compounds will favor the perovskite structure for ions 
comparable in size to Cs and MA. However, their band gap is 
predicted to be large and, hence, they receive limited attention 
when focusing on PV applications.[116]

The next group of possible +2 metals are transition metals. 
The largest +2 transition metal in six-fold coordination is 
titanium.[95] While the resulting tolerance factors suggest a 
perfect fit for CsTiX3 perovskites, slightly larger organic ions 
(e.g., MA) are likely to be too large, which is also observed in 
screening studies.[116] The second row, however, holds with 
slightly larger ionic radii several promising prospects. According 
to computations, many of these compounds show metallic 
behavior, others are toxic (Cd), excluding them from further 
investigations in recent studies,[116,138] but they nevertheless, 
seem to be able to form HP(A)s. Last but not least in the third 
row, one encounters many metals that prefer other oxidation 
states, requiring stoichiometric modifications. Possible for 
HP(A)s are Pt and Hg, which, again have not gained much 
interest due to their metallic behavior (Pt) or toxicity (Hg).

Next one may try to include other oxidation states. To do 
so and retain charge-neutral systems there are three basic 
options: i) change the ABX3 composition, e.g., by employing a 
divalent X-site anion. This, however, for example in the form of 
HP oxides or sulfides, seems to be a route that has not been 
explored yet. ii) By introducing vacancies, elements with OS > +2  
can be incorporated into an HP(A) framework. iii) Last, by 
employing mixed OS on any of the three ionic sites, a variety of 
different OS can be employed.

Since the first option seems to be unexplored, we will start by 
a discussion of the second route, high-charge cations in combi-
nation with vacancies. A +3 metal can be incorporated on the 
B-site by leaving 1/3 of the B-sites empty, i.e., in A3B2X9. Such 
a concept is quite old and has been explored for HP(A) related 
Cs systems like Cs3Bi2I9 and Cs3Sb2I9

[149,150] and other alkali-
metals (A =K, Rb, Cs).[151] In the mean-time, it has also been 
applied to HP(A)s, e.g., in (GA)3B2I9 (B =Bi, Sb).[152] To date, 
such structures were not found as perovskites but preferring 
hexagonal or layered structures. The absence of the perovskite 
crystal structure for these cases might be related to the fact that 
removing 1/3 of an integral part of the structure like the BX6 
octahedra might be too drastic a modification, especially con-
sidering that the ionic radius of Bi3+ leads to very promising 
tolerance factors close to 1 in hypothetical CsBiX3 compounds. 
However, despite this structural change, this route shows 
promise in terms of PV properties and material stability and 
will certainly be explored further in the future.[82]

Although it appears hard to imagine group XIII elements 
in OS = +2, computational screening yields hypothetical per-
ovskites that are, surprisingly, nonmetallic for Ga and In.[116] 

Adv. Mater. 2018, 1802697
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Since this electronic state appears unusual, such compounds 
might be unreasonable due to high formation energies, which 
requires further study.

Next, we summarize the class of charge disproportioned HP 
systems, where one site is occupied by (different or the same) 
ions in two different OS. In this way, other OS can be incor-
porated in ABX3 compounds, without leaving sites fractionally 
occupied. This concept can, in principle, be employed on all 
sites of the perovskite structure, and even complex designs with 
disproportionation on several sites is possible.

We start with the most commonly employed approach, 
which is charge disproportion on the B-site in A2BB′X6 stoichio-
metries. B and B′ can be the same element. Such structures are 
well known for A2BB′O6 oxides and have been reviewed, e.g.,  
by Vasala and Karppinen.[153] The same concept, of course can 
also be applied for halides (e.g., Cs2Au+Au3+I6).[20] In order to 
replace a +2 B-site ion, elements with stable OS = +1 and +3 
are most suitable, such as group XI (Cu, Ag, and Au), group X 
(mainly Pd), and group XIII (mainly Tl) elements. Structures 
of this type have been reported as A2Au+Au3+X6 (A = K, Rb, or 
Cs; X = Cl, Br, or I),[154] and Cs2Tl+Tl3+X6 (X = F or Cl).[155] Of 
course, this concept is not just limited to a single elemental spe-
cies, but can also be used to mix elements in order to employ 
other OS (although in such a case, the term disproportionation 
is technically incorrect). For example this was demonstrated 
for Cs2Ag+Au3+Cl6[156] or Cs2Ag+Bi3+Br6.[157] Computational 
screening of such Cs2BB′X6 structure (B′ = Sb and Bi; B = Cu, 
Ag, and Au) has been carried out by Volonakis et al.[158] and 
finally including organic A-site molecules by Kim et al.,[139] after 
this concept was first employed for HPs for (MA)2Tl+Bi3+I6.[159]

In addition to directly balancing charges by mixing ions 
on the B-site, an alternative approach is charge neutralization 
via a mixture of X-site anions. For current purposes (keeping 
A+ cations and trying to include OS = +1 and +3 B-sites), the 
most useful replacement is incorporating 1/3 Y2− anions to 
form A+B3+YX2 compounds. Naturally, chalcogens appear best 
suited for pairing with X-site halides. Again, this concept was 
first employed for inorganic HP analogs. Hong et al. investi-
gated a series of ABYX2 compounds with A = Ba or Cs, B = Sb 
or Bi, Y = O, S, Se, or Te, and X = F, Cl, Br, or I.[160] This initial 
investigation, however, showed that such compounds are prone 
to decomposition due to thermodynamic instability and, thus, 
this modification has not yet yielded much 
promise.

In any case, design concepts such as the 
introduction of empty sites or charge dis-
proportion are routes to include elements in  
OS = +1 or +3 into established ABX3 HP(A)s.  
In addition to the investigated group XIII 
and XIV elements, third-row transition-
metals or rare-earth metals are further 
options to add into the compositional mix.

In Figure 3, we collected the metals that 
have been screened in ABX3 and A2BB′X6 
compounds, mainly relying on refs. [116,138] 
From this we can draw a couple of conclu-
sions: if solely limited to ABX3 compounds, 
the pool of possible metals is rather limited. 
Other than three outliers (Pd, Cd, and Tl), one 

may mainly choose from alkaline-earth metals or group XIV.  
A couple of other metals have been proposed; however, they are 
often at the boundary in terms of ionic size, allowing them to 
make the cut in case of Cs+ on the A-site, but already too small 
for the slightly larger organic cations. Others, are hardly known 
in the proposed OS of +2 and further stability analysis and inves-
tigation of the electronic state is necessary in order to trust these 
results. On the other hand, if more sophisticated design princi-
ples are employed, e.g., B-site disproportion, the pool of potential 
prospects explodes and almost spans the entire periodic table. 
Besides the ones considered so far, such structural modification 
would even allow incorporation of rare-earth metals. Besides the 
fact that other OS become feasible, the reason for this is that 
an A2BB′X6 stoichiometry also allows to employ much smaller  
B ions, by pairing them with larger B′ ions.

To this point, we only considered organic A-site molecules in 
OS = +1. In the mean-time, other compounds have also been 
investigated, starting with an investigation by Panton of a class 
of B-site alkali metal chloride HP(A)s with divalent organic 
cations (see Figure 4).[161] These structures are particularly inter-
esting, since they not only require different OS on the B-site, but 
the employed dications are also significantly larger compared to 
traditional A-site cations, allowing much larger inorganic B-site 
cations. Both reasons make completely different areas of the 
periodic table accessible in these HP(A)s, e.g., alkali metals. 
All the investigated ABCl3 compounds (B = alkali metal) with 
piperazine-1,4-diium (PA2) cations on the A-site crystallize as 
perovskites, stabilized via the inclusion of water. In case of the 
sterically more demanding 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane-1,4-
diium (DABCO-A2), the smallest B-site cation (K+) forms a hex-
agonal perovskite, whereas the larger alkali metals (Rb+ and Cs+) 
form perovskites. This is in line with the known behavior for 
t > 1 and small B-site ions (see above). This research triggered 
similar investigations by Pan et al.[162] and Zhang et al.,[163] 
investigating 3-ammoniopyrrolidin-1-ium (APA) and 1-methyl-
1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane-1,4-diium (M-DABCO-A2) com-
pounds (APA)RbBr3 and (M-DABCO-A2)RbI3, respectively, all 
forming perovskites. With their study, Zhang et al. demonstrate 
how the increased space can be used to fine-tune molecular 
properties to alter the HP crystal properties. When reducing 
the symmetry by removing a mirror plane in the organic A-site, 
the nonferroelectric DABCO-A2 compound is transformed to a 
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Figure 3. Possible metals that can be employed in ABX3 HP(A)s (filled) or A2BB′X6 (colored 
corner), with A = Cs, MA, or FAd. Data obtained from refs.[116,138] and other examples from the 
text. Note that these computational screenings often did not take the thermodynamic stability 
or alternate phases into account. Hence, we note candidates as possible, based on estimated 
t or other results (light colors). In cases where the coarse computational screening yielded 
perovskites only for inorganic compounds (A = Cs), this is indicated by an even lighter shading.
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ferroelectric compound, when employing the methylated cation 
(M-DABCO-A2) with its molecular dipole moment.

Having discussed compositional and structural modifica-
tions for HP(A)s, we can now consider the gain in terms of 
increasing the pocket of the BX3 backbone to incorporate a 
larger variety of (sterically more demanding) organic cations on 
the A-site. In terms of X-site anions, I− is already the largest 
inorganic anion. X-site charge variation does not increase the 
design possibilities, since the largest chalcogenide (Te2−) is only 
insignificantly larger, at least as long as we do not take more 
exotic, metallic anions into account.[104] However, by consid-
ering disproportionation on the B-site, we can make use of 
large +1 cations (e.g., Cs+) and pair them with the largest +3 cat-
ions (Bi3+). In such an iodide, the A-site pocket as determined 
by the BIB bond (assuming a perfect structure) compared 
to PbIPb is increased by 0.53 Å, i.e., A-site cations that are 
larger than MA by this amount should be able to form HP(A)s.  
Furthermore, when considering organic dications, the max-
imal CsI3 backbone has a BIB length that is increased by 
1.38 Å, allowing a significant increase of A-site cations, as dem-
onstrated by the DABCO and PA2 examples above. All these 
examples and new possibilities promise to aid in the discovery 
and cultivation of lead-free HP PVs but could also provide 
many other interesting properties.

2.2. Organic X-Site: HP(X)

As mentioned above, conceptually there is nothing special 
about (MA)PbI3 or any other HP(A), and it is also possible to 
form HPs with organic anions on the X-site (HP(X)). Note, 
however, that the shift from spherical (inorganic) ions to 
organic molecules is accompanied by a new sense of (bonding) 
direction. Hence, B⋅⋅⋅X⋅⋅⋅B bridging capabilities have to be taken  

into account during the design. As another complication com-
pared to all spherical ions, one needs to keep in mind that 
controlling HP(X) structures to an extent that would enable 
useful coordination in AX12 cuboctahedra by direct anchoring 
between A- and X-sites is challenging, requiring quite large 
structures. Instead, supramolecular interactions like Coulomb 
interactions, hydrogen bonds, or van der Waals interactions 
play a more important role in the resulting more complex 
structures.[164] Thus, from a design standpoint, such structures 
are much more flexible, leading to a vast increase of com-
plexity but also potentially offering favorable properties once 
all materials design tuning knobs are understood and control-
lable. In any case, the multiatomic X-site ions need to have 
two anchor groups to bind B-sites. Multiple X-site ions can be 
used, and they can be asymmetric. Employing X-site anions 
with two different anchoring groups is a natural way to induce 
B-site off-center displacements, which can lead to polar struc-
tures, as has been demonstrated for inverse-hybrid perovskites 
(see below). Furthermore, the elongated X-site does not have to 
be linear, but the range of allowed angles is certainly limited 
in order to retain the perovskite structure. If more than two 
anchoring groups are introduced, especially, in low symmetry 
ions, fabricating well-ordered bulk cubic perovskites without 
disorder would become extremely challenging.

A prime example of an organic ligand with the above prop-
erties is cyanide (CN−). It is linear and well known to bind 
multiple metals, such as Fe in prussian blue. In the group of 
Miller, a series of alkali metal A2Mn2+Mn2+(CN)6 compounds 
with A = Na,[165] K,[166] Rb,[166] and Cs[167] were investigated 
starting in 2010. Much earlier than this, Thiele and Messer 
investigated alkali metal (A = Rb and Cs) thiocyanates 
ACd(SCN)3.[168] While they report a layered structure for the Rb 
compound, CsCd(SCN)3 forms a perovskite structure. This is 
in line with a smaller tolerance factor in the Rb case for such a 
large X-site anion.

The first report of a formate HP(X) is also from the 1980s.[169] 
This was picked up later, leading to a class of potassium perovs-
kites KB(HCOO)3, B = Co,[170] Mn,[171] and Cd.[169] KCo(HCOO)3 
reportedly prefers a different phase, but can be observed as 
perovskite after an irreversible phase transition.[170] There are 
also reports on NaMn(HCOO)3,[171,172] but the smaller alkali 
metal does not allow the perovskite structure. Thus, the formate 
anion appears to be too large to form HP(X) materials, with only 
few examples. Nevertheless, the alternative hexagonal structures 
yield intriguing chiral cases, due the observed uniqueness of 
octahedral coordination.[170,172] Such structures have also been 
observed for (NH4)M(HCOO)3, with M = Mn, Co, Ni.[173]

The recurring scheme of these scarce examples for HP(X) 
structures is i) most organic anions are too large for an oth-
erwise (monoatomic) inorganic perovskite lattice, and there 
are only few reported examples, ii) all the X-site anions we 
discussed so far are monovalent, leading to alkali metals as 
natural A-site partners, and iii) a variety of d-block configura-
tions can be accommodated on the B-site. In terms of the 
spectrochemical series, it is interesting that a large range is 
present, from strong-field CN− to weak-field SCN−. It is also an 
interesting concept keeping in mind the inhomogeneity of the 
discussed ligands (besides formate), and the resulting different 
anchoring strengths. This could be used as an additional 
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Figure 4. List of organic divalent cations considered in HP(A) structures. 
Names printed in italics represent molecules that enable a symmetric 
bonding with two identical groups.
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design knob to stabilize disproportionate structures, although, 
to our knowledge, such structures have only been explored in 
biorganic hybrid perovskites (see below).

3. Perovskites with More than One Organic Ion

HPs that contain two organic ions have, to the best of our 
knowledge, not yet been distinguishably labeled. This may 
be attributed to the fact that research on such structures is 
yet scarce and a link toward the term HPs is rather new and 
came not before the recent prominence of this materials class 
with respect to PV applications. Furthermore, they were often 
formed in systems with charge disproportioned B-sites in 
so-called double perovskites, which already reserves the use 
of “double” (preempting terminology like, e.g., double-hybrid 
perovskite). To distinguish this class from HPs with one organic 
group, one could introduce the term “biorganic.” However, with 
the notation we propose, we can unambiguously refer to them 
by the sites referring to organic ions given in brackets HP(AX). 
The first successful example of a biorganic HP was reported a 
few years after the first HP(X) structures,[174] employing tetra-
ethylammonium on the A-site and an azide anion on the X-site, 
forming an HP(AX) structure. Due to size considerations, 
HP(BX) is unlikely and the only other possible variant appears 
to be HP(AB) structures.

3.1. Organic A- and X-Sites: HP(AX)

Reviews of this class can be found in refs. [81,164,175] HP(AX) 
structures employ many of the ligands we discussed for HP(A) 
and HP(X) compounds. In addition, biorganic HPs also allow 
larger ligands due to the simultaneous increase of A- and 
X-site ions. Since the perovskite backbone is dominated by the 
BX3 subgroup, HP(AX) structures are mainly classified by the 
X-site anion. To this point, only monovalent organic anions 
have been employed, including cyanide (CN−), azide (N3

−), 
thiocyanate (SCN−), dicyanamide (N(CN)2

−), formate (HCOO−), 
dicyano metallates (M(CN)2

−), borohydride (BH4
−), and perchlo-

rate (ClO4
−), see Figure 5. The most recent addition to this list is 

hypophosphite (H2POO−).[176] Although limited, this is already 

an interesting list including linear and bent ligands as well as 
ligands with homogeneous or heterogeneous anchoring groups.

This rather recent addition of HP(AX) to the HP universe 
already yielded structures with interesting physical proper-
ties, such as anomalous barocaloric effects as well as elec-
tric and/or magnetic order (leading to multiferroicity), see  
ref. [175], and references therein. The larger BX3 cage also 
allows to functionalize the space within the perovskite lattice, 
e.g., for hydrogen storage.[177]

In the future, the range of ions is likely to be expanded. 
There are still monovalent molecular structures to be included 
into HP(X) or HP(AX) networks, especially oxygen containing 
ligands, e.g., hydrogen sulfate, chlorate, or acetate. Moreover, 
divalent anions can be employed along similar lines, e.g., 
sulfate or hydrogen phosphate, opening a whole new realm of 
oxidation states for the partnering cations, analogous to what 
we discussed for the introduction of chalcogenides in HP(A)s 
above. With increasing size of the BX3 pocket and complexity 
of the ligands, engineering of the supramolecular interactions 
will become vital and very interesting. At some point, this 
might lead to covalent bond formation between the ionic com-
pounds, e.g., between A- and X-sites, enabling potentially very 
well-organized 3D MOFs. Such more rigid structures would 
certainly have different properties compared to the dynamical 
nature of the A-site cation in HP(A)s. For example, this could 
be a promising route toward structures that are more stable 
toward moisture and air. On the other hand, the chemistry 
of such organic anions, especially in combination with other 
organic groups holds additional aspects that need to be consid-
ered with respect of the stability of potential compounds. Due to 
their oxidizing nature, e.g., chlorates could react with the acidic 
ammoniums toward chlorine, water, and the corresponding 
amine, leading to a dissolution of the structure from within. No 
such problems were reported in the initial works[178,179] on per-
chlorates, but detailed stability analysis is yet missing.

3.2. Organic A- and B-Sites: HP(AB)

With much less attention, HPs with molecular A- and B-sites 
have only been reported once by Bremner et al. in 2002. They 
reported a compound of the formula (PA2)(NH4)Cl3·H2O,  
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Figure 5. List of organic monovalent anions considered in HP(X) and HP(X) structures. Names printed in italics represent molecules that enable a 
symmetric bonding with multiple (two to four) identical groups. Important resonance structures indicating bridging patterns are indicated. To date, 
no divalent anions have been employed in HPs.
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requiring the incorporation of water in the crystal for stabiliza-
tion (see Figure 4).[180] Besides being the first and to date only 
HP(AB), this compound introduces another interesting concept: 
since size is the overall dominating factor with respect to dis-
tributing ions on the A- and B-sites, in such a structure with two 
molecular organic cations, the higher charged cation may be the 
larger one. Consequently, the larger dication PA2 occupies the 
A-site, with the smaller ammonium (NH4

+) occupying the B-site. 
As noted above, supramolecular interactions (here hydrogen 
bonds) dominate the binding in such a compound. This does 
not necessarily mean that such structures are unstable or less 
stable than other HPs. For example, Bremner et al. reported 
a weight loss interpreted as release of water from the crystal 
between 62 and 145 °C, however, the dehydrated compound is 
stable until 600 °C. Nevertheless, the bonding via the anchoring 
groups and the steric demand is harder to balance. For example, 
an analogous compound (DABCO-A2)(NH4)Cl3 utilizing the 
dabconium dication (instead of PA2) prefers a face-sharing 
phase instead of the perovskite structure.

3.3. Organic Perovskites: OP

Since successful examples of organic cations and anions 
occupying the perovskite structure exists, in principle, the incor-
poration of three organic cations should be possible as well. 
Such an organic perovskite (OP) has only been reported once by 
Liu et al.[181] These authors reported on (DABCO-A2)(NH4)[BF4]3, 
i.e., using the same system as Bremner et al. but replacing the 
chloride anions by the larger tetrafluoroborate (BF4

−).
These two model cases have in common that the higher 

charge is located on the larger molecule on the A-site and that 
hydrogen bonding stabilizes the crystal structure. Of course, the 
classification of BF4

− as organic or inorganic might be viewed as 
a matter of semantics and this might as well be classified as 
HP(AB). Nevertheless, OPs are obviously possible.

Unfortunately, due to the limited research on HP(AB)s  
and OPs, not much is known about their properties. One 
direct motivation to study these materials is the possibility of 
expanding the volume of the unit cell and, therefore, being able 
to employ different, larger molecules.

The complexity of these structures could also hold inter-
esting promise. For example, complex A-site ions enabled 
in HP(AX) or OP structures could serve as interesting active 
sites, enabling storage of small molecules (e.g., hydrogen) or 
as catalytic centers in confined space. The vast possibilities 
of organic molecules and inorganic clusters that could poten-
tially be combined in the highly ordered perovskite (or related) 
phases, makes them a potentially promising subclass of MOFs.

4. Inverse Hybrid Perovskites

4.1. Organic X-Site: IHP(X)

Although most perovskites employ cations on A and B and an 
anionic species on X and this can be regarded as standard, this 
Coulombic order can, as mentioned in the introduction, be 
reversed to so-called inverse or anti perovskites (IP). Despite the 

overwhelming varsity of traditional perovskites, a significant 
number of IPs are known with many fascinating properties.

A first analog to an IP incorporating an organic group was 
given by Batail et al.,[182] who reported on a family of com-
pounds containing a tetrathiafulvalene radical cation (C6H4S4

+⋅,  
TTF see Figure 2) and Mo3X14

2− clusters in (TTF)3Y(Mo3X14) 
compounds with X = Y = Cl and X = Br, Y = Cl, Br, I. The 
organic TTF radical connects two B-sites in a side-on coordi-
nation, leading to an Sδ+⋅⋅⋅Y−⋅⋅⋅Sδ + bonding motif. The com-
pounds are paramagnetic but show anti-ferromagnetic ordering 
at low temperature.[182] These materials were later also studied 
theoretically[183] and analyzed further by Hiramatus et al.[184] 
The latter study also investigated the replacement of Sulfide 
against Selenide, employing a tetraselenafulvalene radical 
cation (C6H4Se4

+⋅, TSF).
Besides these early examples with quite large cage size, we 

recently reintroduced this IHP concept in refs. [109,185,186], 
motivated by the quest to broaden the scope of inorganic–
organic hybrid materials in the perovskite structure (see Table 2  
for investigated IHP compounds). We hypothesize that IHPs 
could tackle the main drawbacks of the workhorse of HP PVs: 
dissolution in aqueous media and toxicity concerns. In rather 
comprehensive studies on (MA)3BA compounds, we explored 
the possibility to include main group elements and transition 
metals as mono and divalent anions. Guided by known oxida-
tion states of elements and novel effective ionic radii for these 
anionic species,[104] we found that a tolerance factor of at least  
t = 0.76 is required, or otherwise the related CaIrO3 phase is 
favored. For both phases, hydrogen bonding of the MA NH3

+ and 
CH3 end groups dominate the structure. Due to the inhomoge-
neity of these anchoring groups, the investigated structures dis-
played inherent off-center displacements and nonzero polarization.

As a major difference to traditional perovskites, we find 
that noncubic (MA)3BA IHP structures (t ≠ 1) are stabilized 
by a tilting of the MA molecules in the B⋅⋅⋅X⋅⋅⋅B bridge, which 
can either be tilted head-on or side-on, as observed in the TTF 
bridges. Thus, no octahedral rotations are observed even for 
structures with t differing considerably from unity.

When employing electronegative, light elements on the B-site, 
protonation is observed. For some cases (oxygen or sulfur) this 
leads to the formation of intriguing hydrogen-bonding networks 
with potential for dynamic proton exchange. For others, this 
leads to a destabilization of the perovskite structure. On one 
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Table 2. List of investigated IHP(A) structures that favor the perovskite 
structure over related phases, like hexagonal perovskites or face-sharing 
structures.

X B A

MA F Ga, Tl, Ge, Sn, Pb, S, Se, Te, Zn, Cd, Hg, V, Mn, Ni, Pd, Pt

MA O I, Au

MA S I

MA Se I, Bi

TTF Cl Mo3Cl14

TTF Br Mo3X14, X = Cl, Br, I

TSF Cl Mo3Cl14

TSF Br Mo3Br14
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hand, the size of ions dominates not only the compatibility of 
a certain composition, but also dominates the site selectivity on  
A- and B-sites over the oxidation state of employed anions. In that 
regard, tuning the halide proved to be a valuable tool in order to 
stabilize the perovskite structure with specific divalent anions.

A special focus in our studies was the electronic properties of 
these compounds. While MA chalcogenide halide IHPs are exclu-
sively wide band gap semiconductors, employing other main 
group and transition metals leads to the formation of metallic, 
semimetallic, as well as semiconducting IHP(X)s. In particular, 
two features are intriguing. First, in structures employing group 
XII through XV elements on the B-site, the valence p shell of the 
divalent anions are located at the Fermi level. Since these bands 
are split by spin-orbit coupling in the case of heavy elements 
(periods five and six), one observes double-degenerate linear 
crossing points throughout the Brillouin zone.

Second, we found several systems with band gaps perfectly 
suited for PV applications. Besides some systems employing 
toxic heavy-metals, we identified (MA)3FNi and (MA)3FPd. 
These could be particularly interesting as lead-free alternatives 
to the successful APbI3 compounds.

Despite these investigations, IHPs are the newest and least 
explored addition the perovskite universe. Thus, experimental 
synthesis of the proposed prospects is still ongoing, however, 
the first study confirming our prediction of ferroelectric IHPs 
was reported on the compound MA3(MnBr3)(MnBr4).[187] 
Furthermore, the investigation of other organic A-site cations 
or even the investigation of inverse-biorganic perovskites is still 
uncharted territory.

5. Conclusion

The excitement surrounding HP PVs based on the APbX3 
family has not only led to extensive research in the limited 
compositional space of HP(A) structures, but also helped to 
trigger research on many other organic, molecular motifs in 
the perovskite structure. While HP(A) structures are somewhat 
constrained in the sense that the perovskite backbone is directly 
related to that of the inorganic halide sublattice, the supramo-
lecular bonding aspect that is important for understanding 
structural details in HP(A)s becomes dominant in all other HP 
structures. While this gives researchers more things to consider 
in order to lay out a successful design, it also brings tremen-
dous possibilities. The combination of larger ions on more than 
one site will enable the use of a significantly expanded set of 
ions that could form a 3D crystal. The supramolecular design 
necessary for this will benefit from the concepts and knowledge 
gained from MOFs, with HPs being more and more established 
as an important subclass.

Increasing the size of the perovskite unit cell dimensions 
by incorporating organic groups will also open the possibility 
to incorporate larger inorganic groups or clusters in the well-
ordered perovskite structure, and thus conversely enhance the 
structural control of MOFs. Finding next generation HPs for 
PVs is, therefore, also only a small fraction of envisioned prop-
erties of this new structural variety. Besides new twists and 
tuning possibilities for the many interesting features found in 
traditional perovskites, the increased pore size could enable 

completely new fields for applications with respect to storage, 
ion transport, or confined space chemical reactions. Thus, in our 
view there is a lot to come from mixing and matching inorganic 
and organic ions in the (inverse) perovskite lattice. The explora-
tion of complex, supramolecular perovskites has just begun.
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